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PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT

New Year,
New Look
New Tree?
Could your front yard use a new look? Is one of your New
Year’s resolutions to spruce up your yard or to help improve
the environment? Well, we have good news! The City of
Chamblee and Trees Atlanta are pleased to team up again
to offer front yard trees to residential property owners in
Chamblee neighborhoods in 2021. Last year’s program
successfully planted approximately 30 trees in the front
yards of residents around the city to help maintain and
enhance the city’s overall tree canopy and the numerous
benefits this canopy provides.
Residents may select from a variety of oak trees funded
through Chamblee's Green Communities program. Front
yards provide quality planting conditions that support
both tree growth and tree health. The oak trees planted
through this program not only will provide shade to the
yard where they are planted, they also can help cool nearby
sidewalks and streets as they mature, absorb and store
carbon, remove asthma-causing pollution, filter and absorb
rainwater and support the ability of local wildlife to thrive in
their environment. Did you also know that healthy, mature
trees can improve your property value? Everyone wins!
Interested residents can visit treesatlanta.org/yardtree.
On this website you may fill out a tree request form and pay

a $25 application fee, which is refundable if the yard does
not present suitable planting conditions for the program.
Trees Atlanta then will consult with the homeowner to select
the tree and planting location and will do all the hard work—
delivering and planting. For their part, the homeowner
agrees to water the tree throughout the first summer and
notify Trees Atlanta if they notice any tree health issues.
Trees Atlanta will perform any necessary maintenance
services to the tree for the first two years of its life to ensure
its viability. This includes one pest control treatment, one
fertilizer treatment and one pruning for each new tree
planted, as needed. Trees Atlanta also will replace any trees
that die of natural causes within the first two years.
The city anticipates planting will take place in February
and March 2021. A total of 40 trees will be available for
planting. The Front Yard Tree Program is available to owners
of residentially zoned lots (Neighborhood Residential
1, 2 and 3) within the city limits. If the program is fully
subscribed, residents will be put on a waitlist and notified if
a tree becomes available. Please see the City of Chamblee
website, Trees Atlanta website or call the Planning and
Development Department for additional details. Don’t miss
this exciting opportunity to beautify your front yard, help the
environment and increase the value of your property!

For more information, or if you have any questions, please contact the Planning and Development Department at
770-986-5010 or chambleedevelopment@chambleega.gov.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Taking Care of Yourself
Begins With You
Throughout the last year, it’s become increasingly clear how important our
health is. When we think of health, often we think of physical health first,
but did you know there are five aspects of health? When we look at our
overall health, we must look at our physical, mental, emotional, social and
spiritual health to get a good picture of how we’re doing.
Let’s get physical

Maybe not necessarily like Olivia Newton-John, but the key to
increasing physical activity is to find something you enjoy and aim
for 150 minutes per week of moderate-intensity activity. That’s
less than 22 minutes a day, which totally is doable!
Perhaps what is needed is an at-home workout that feels like
gaming. Emilie Lemoine, the general manager of Fun Workout
VR Fitness Experience, (5300 Peachtree Rd, Suite 1304) said,
“What [virtual reality] is really good at doing is distracting
you, and this is incredibly important in exercise. When you’re
distracted, you have a goal or something you’re focusing on,
you don’t perceive discomfort the same way.” Their VR machines
are incredibly effective, and 10 minutes is equivalent to a typical
30-minute workout session.

If gaming isn’t your thing,
perhaps a gym experience
like Live Fit (5370 Peachtree
Rd) would be a better…well,
fit! Smaller classes ensure you
receive personal attention
from the trainer and working
out with a group has the
benefit of hitting the social
side of health. Bonus for the
parents out there, Live Fit has
a children’s area, so patrons
may bring the littles along!
It’s fun for the whole family.

(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

Minimize social media to connect socially

This pandemic life has really amplified our virtual lives, but it’s
fairly obvious social media is missing the mark. We need genuine
connection to be healthy. It may be increasingly difficult to
physically meet with people, but folks are finding ways to connect
safely. A great example of this is the Bunny Hive (5576 Peachtree
Rd), a boutique social studio for you and baby. They offer outdoor
porch classes, outdoor lawn classes and have changed their
indoor classes to increase safety.
Getting involved with a community touches not only on social needs, but also on emotional and mental needs as well.
Regularly scheduled time with others, either in person, virtual or a phone check in is just what the doctor ordered.

Feeling like you have the emotional
capacity of a teaspoon?

Aren’t we all running a little short these days? Sarah Cook with Physical Culture
(5494 Peachtree Rd) says our bodies are still experiencing a lot of stress these
days, and most of our stress cycles aren’t completing like they would if we were
encountering an actual threat. We must intentionally find ways to identify our stress
response (fight, flight or freeze) and process the event. Cook recommends taking a
shower at the end of the day to process and let go of stress. She also recommends
exercise and breathing exercises like the Wim Hof method. Addressing stress levels is
one of the best things you can do for your mental and emotional health, so find a way
to release your stress in a healthy manner.

Spiritual Practices

Spiritual health can be a bit harder to define than some of the other
aspects of health since it can mean different things to different people.
Essentially, spirituality is how you view the world and how you feel about
your place in it. Spirituality can include faith or religion, beliefs, values and
“reasons for being” according to the National Institutes of Health. Many
people practice their spirituality through their religious affiliations, but you
also can find spiritual health through volunteering, teaching, meditating
or being in nature. If you’re looking for a place to start a practice, check
out Breathe Yoga (5522 New Peachtree Rd, #118). The studio offers yoga,
Pilates and Qigong/Tai Chi classes for students of all ages and skill levels.
Does the thought of tackling all of these at once seem overwhelming?
Take a deep breath (or box breathe) and zero in on one area. Ask yourself,
what’s one step I can take today to get started down a path of better
overall health? If you need help, reach out to one of the professionals
mentioned here or another Chamblee practitioner. Start the New Year off
by taking a small step toward better health.
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PARKS

Parks Provide
Visitors with a
COVID Escape
Since the COVID pandemic lockdowns began, Chamblee’s Parks and
Recreation Department has seen a record number of visitors. Parks provide
so much to residents and their communities. The City of Chamblee has ten
parks throughout the city. Each has their own characteristics and unique
amenities. From ballfields to playgrounds to hiking trails, they provide
visitors with much needed leisure and activity during these uncertain times.
Now, more than ever, the city’s parks are proving to be essential.

Parks promote healthy living.

Less than half of kids get the Centers
for Disease Control’s recommended
one hour of physical activity each
day and only about 44% of adults
get two and a half hours of aerobic
activity each week. Having access to
public parks and trails increase this
percentage dramatically. People are
twice as likely to use parks when they
are located within one mile of their
home. Luckily for Chamblee residents,
there is always a park nearby.

Parks affect mental health.

It is no secret that the COVID-19
lockdowns have put a lot of stress
on families all over the world.
The National Alliance on Mental
Illness found that one in five adults
experience some type of mental
illness each year. Exposure to parks,
greenspace and natural environments
has a profound impact on one’s
mental health by promoting mental
clarity and providing a sense of
relaxation. People who get at least 120
minutes a week in nature have higher
levels of health and wellbeing. Social
interaction is another key to people’s
wellbeing. Parks provide the perfect

setting to have friendly interactions
with others in a safe “six feet apart”
manner allowing residents and visitors
to continue to be engaged and
connected to communities.

Learn outside the classroom.

With so many children being out
of school because of lockdowns,
many parents have turned to parks,
recreation and playgrounds as a
much-needed escape from the house.
Playgrounds provide kids hands-on
learning where they can explore
and problem solve on their own.
Kids benefit from enhanced critical
thinking skills, increased attention
spans and improved motor skills while
navigating playgrounds. There also
are programs and sports that children
can play like T-ball or lacrosse, where
they learn rules, techniques and get
much needed interaction with similar
aged peers. T-ball and lacrosse
teach children to interact with others,
and they learn how to be a part of a
team, while parks help children build
self-esteem and experience a range
of emotions they might not get while
at home.

Even though there is a chill in the air, get outside and visit
us in one of our ten Chamblee parks! To find the list,
visit: www.chambleega.com/189/Parks-Facilities.
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Chamblee Police
Department Hits
the Pavement
and the Trails
Riding down Peachtree Road on their two wheels, you may have seen some
friendly faces. Officers Lina Garcia and Chris Poythress hit the pavement and the
trails on their Chamblee Police Department (CPD)-issued bicycles, and they cover
between 50 to 60 miles per week.
While bicycle patrol has many benefits to crime prevention, it also aids in
community policing. CPD officers can be seen riding along Chamblee Dunwoody
Road, behind the Farmers Market on Buford Highway, on the Rail Trail, in the
parks giving a helping hand to our park rangers and most everywhere else within
the city. You may even spot them during special events at the DeKalb-Peachtree
Airport.

“The bikes allow
us to have a close
proximity to
the community,
which gives us the
opportunity to have
conversations and
get to know the
members of the
community,”

Officers Garcia and Poythress have noticed while in their patrol vehicles, they
often are moving quickly and have a difficult time having casual interactions with
community members. When they are on their bikes, they are moving more slowly
and can interact with folks and the environment much better, and they are doing
something most people can identify with – riding a bike.
“The bikes allow us to have a close proximity to the
community, which gives us the opportunity to have
conversations and get to know the members of the
community,” says Officer Chris Poythress, “And in
return, it lets them get to know us better.” There is
no substitution for this type of communication and
the bikes help foster these relationships.
“We also have come across some pretty cool
sites in Chamblee while on our bikes. We’ve seen
everything from creative Halloween decorations to a
spot for some great pictures – for the Instagramers.”
Next time you’re walking along and see one of our officers on bicycle patrol, be
sure to give them a wave and say hello!
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PUBLIC WORKS

New Year’s
Resolutions from
Your Public Works
Department
Still looking for that perfectly attainable New Year’s Resolution
that double duties as a healthier you and healthier community?
Consider committing to one or a few of these resolutions:
Get Hydrated

Commit to getting enough water
in your diet for a healthier you, but
do so by using a reusable water
bottle and ditching disposable
plastic bottles.

Start Composting

Expand your healthy eating
resolution to include mindful
disposal of organic waste. If you
have the space and adventurous
green thumb, consider home
composting of your yard debris,
grass clippings and food waste.
Otherwise check out compost
collection or drop off services in
the area. To compost at home,
follow these steps:
• Select a flat, sunny location for your compost open
pile or bin.
• Begin with a layer of twigs, then add alternating layers
of brown waste (paper egg cartons, newspaper, paper
bags, cardboard, brown yard debris and dried leaves)
and green waste (vegetable and fruit scraps, coffee
grounds, egg shells, green leaves, flowers and other
green yard debris). Always add a layer of brown waste
after you’ve added food scraps and other green waste.

• Add water or dry material, whichever is needed, to
obtain a moisture level similar to a rung-out sponge.
• Mix or turn your pile weekly to accelerate the
composting process and eliminate odor.
• Finished compost is dark, dry, crumbly, smells of earth
and no longer gives off heat. Once your compost is
ready, remember to add it to your flower beds and pots.

Become an Energy
Vampire Slayer

Make a commitment to
save energy and money
by unplugging electronics
and gadgets you aren’t
using, also known as,
energy vampires. The
worst energy vampires
are wall bricks such as cellphone chargers, cords for laptop
computers, gaming consoles and televisions. Plug multiple
wall bricks or kitchen gadgets into smart power strips that
turn off automatically when devices are not in use.

Say Goodbye to Junk Mail

If you don’t yet, be sure to always recycle your junk mail.
However, you can take it one step further by making a
commitment to unsubscribe to junk catalogs, magazines
and other mail you no longer wish to receive.
(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

Chamblee Friends
Featured in Atlanta
Business Chronicle
During the past several months Chamblee friend and
We Love BuHi Executive Director Lily Pabian and
Chamblee resident Omar Esposito were featured
in the “Atlanta Business Chronicle (ABC).”

Smart E-Commerce Shopping

If you don’t need your delivery within one to two days,
consolidate your purchases by opting for less packages.
Less packages means less delivery trips and less cardboard
box waste. Additionally, choose frustration free packaging,
which is completely recyclable, whereas the rigid plastic
used for clamshell packaging is not.

Sensible Fertilizing

Commit to proper lawn fertilizing by using organic fertilizers
that release nutrients at a slower rate, or use your grass
clippings as a lawn fertilizer. Wash your fertilizing equipment
on your lawn rather than on your driveway to allow for the
absorption of the fertilizer into the soil. Never fertilizer
prior to a rain event as these fertilizers wash into the nearby
waterways.
These are simple ways to be healthier and have a healthier
community. We appreciate you looking out for our
Chamblee environment!
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Pabian was
featured in an
ABC executive
profile, which
lauded her, “as a
champion for the
area’s multicultural
identity.” She
took over the
non-profit in 2019. The non-profit's mission is to preserve
the Buford Highway corridor’s multicultural identity by
bringing individuals and communities together through
shared experiences that celebrate our people, places and
immigrant stories. No one does it better than Pabian. You
will see her championing small businesses, podcasting
about restaurants, IGing about area culture and always,
always relating stories that humanize and bring the Buford
Highway corridor to life.
Esposito was
featured in the
ABC’s Annual
40 Under 40.
He is the chief
revenue officer
at Stackfolio, an
online loan trading
marketplace.
Not only has Esposito driven his company’s successes
by securing more than 1,200 financial institutions in
every US state, driven transaction volume to $200+
million and generated nearly $3 billion in marketplace
listings, he also contributed to successes in Chamblee.
Specifically, he worked on equity and inclusion efforts by
helping start a citizens’ review board for the Chamblee
Police Department, working on affordable housing and is
working to expand the diversity on our city council. We are
happy to salute our friends and neighbors!

FEATURE

Before Setting Resolutions,

Set Intentions for 2021
It’s January, and you probably have some New Year’s
resolutions in mind. Well, dump them! Okay, we got a
little excited – don’t dump them, but don’t jump into goal
setting too fast. Set your intentions before you decide on
New Year’s goals. What’s the difference? Glad you asked.
Often times, intentions can be confused with goals. Goal setting is
a valuable practice that helps you get things done and is necessary
for completing tasks. Even though goal setting can motivate you, it
also creates a feeling that what you have currently isn’t enough. Anxiety can
overwhelm you if your goal-oriented life overlooks all that is good in the present
moment. You may become troubled by questions: Will I be successful or not? Will I be
happy once I accomplish the goal? Am I a failure if I don’t reach my goal? Over dependence
on goal setting can become a winner-take-all storyline that dominates your thoughts, which
explains why so many New Year’s resolutions don’t come to fruition.
Setting and living your intentions is much different than setting goals. Being
intentional allows you to focus on how you want to be in the moment, not correlated
with whether you are winning or losing. Intention setting is an internal process that
helps determine who you are and who you want to become.
It is important to utilize both intention setting and goal setting, because they affect us on
an emotional level. A goal could be manage on its own, but time and time again, there are
problems after attaining or failing to attain the goal in a timely manner. David Emerald, author of
“The Power of The Empowerment Dynamic” noted that, “Including intentions in your goal setting can drive
you forward and serve as training wheels, so you don’t fall off the path.”
So where to start? Begin with an intention. For example, you want to become more present in the moment. Your intention
would be “present” – a broad single word to manifest that intention. Next set the first goal – Hike a national forest, which has
spectacular views. From here, as you strive to reach the goal, you are guided by your intention to be present in the moment.
During the hike you begin to notice the sights and smells, you absorb the beauty of the trees and astonishing panoramas
that ascend with each turn in the route. Your next hike is here and as you arrive, it begins to rain and prevents you from your
goal, but your intention is to be present in the moment and enjoy taking in the beauty of nature and the calming pitter-patter
of rain from the comfort of your car. Either way, your intention of being present in the moment was reached.
If you just focused on the goal of hiking once a month – the rain prevented that – and you’ll return home unhappy about not
reaching the goal. Since you focused on your intention of being fully present in the experience, you return home satisfied
that it was fulfilled.
Once the goal is completed, instead of asking yourself, “What’s next,”
revisit the intention and begin to deepen your relationship with yourself.
By doing this, you are figuring out where you want to go next.

By setting your intention first, then identifying
your goals, you will enjoy both the journey, as
much as the destination in 2021.
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Let’s Reap Rewards
When We Can
With all this talk about goals, intentions and being kind to oneself,
is there really any time well, to be kind? Yes, stop and smell the
roses, look at that beautiful bluebird and eat chocolate every once
in a while.
In her book, “Better Than Before,” Gretchen Rubin describes the
many strategies that we can use to change habits. She says that,
“Treats may sound like a self-indulgent, frivolous strategy, but it’s
not. Because forming good habits can be draining, treats can play
an important role. When we don’t get any treats, we begin to feel
burned-out, depleted and resentful.”
So, let’s get back to chocolate, while we love buying chocolate,
like the hot chocolate bombs at JARDI Chocolates in Chamblee
(3400 W. Hospital Ave., #102), more ambitious folks, like our friend
and author Heather Abraham, make this tasty (and healthy) treat,
and she shares the recipe with us. Did I hear someone say treats?

Let the good behavior begin…
because…treats!
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Decadent Chocolate Meltaways
1 cup of coconut oil
1 cup cocoa powder
1/3 to 1/2 cup of maple syrup (to taste)
1/2 teaspoon vanilla
Mix all ingredients (must be room
temperature) together and add any of the
following: coconut flakes, dried fruit,
chopped nuts or seeds, orange zest. Get
creative! Coconut flakes mixed with one
tablespoon of freshly ground coffee beans
is a favorite in our home.
Spoon mixture into silicone ice trays
(sprinkle with sea salt) and freeze for
one hour. Pop the treats into a freezer
container to enjoy at your leisure. Remove
from freezer 5-10 minutes before eating.

FEATURE

Chamblee
Resident
to Compete
for Miss
Georgia USA
Torianna Wilson is a 26-year-old, first generation college
graduate who holds a bachelor’s of science degree
in health and physical education from the University
of Georgia. She currently is completing a master’s of
education degree at Georgia State University while
working full time as an elementary school physical
education teacher. She is passionate about health,
wellness, education reform and the expansion
of resources and support for those affected by
substance abuse. She also will be competing in the
Miss Georgia USA pageant in February of 2021. To
say Wilson is busy is an understatement.
As someone who struggled with being overweight
as a child, Wilson uses her platform in the pageant system to educate
others about integrating health-enhancing habits into their lives. Her heart for those
affected by addiction comes from losing an uncle to an overdose and witnessing both
of her parents’ struggle with substance abuse. In recent years, her father has made a full
recovery and has successfully reintegrated into the workforce. Her mother is currently just
weeks away from celebrating 1,000 days of sobriety. She is an advocate for ending the
stigma associated with addiction and expanding resources for individuals and families
affected by this illness.
Wilson was raised by a single mother, which she believes has shaped her into an
independent woman who strives relentlessly to achieve her goals. She says that the many
trials she endured in her lifetime enable her to be empathetic to others and share her life
story candidly. Serving as Miss Georgia USA 2021 would provide a broad arena for her
to lead, inspire and care for others as she spreads the message of facing challenges with
confidence. She looks forward to serving as Miss Chamblee USA as she prepares for the
competition, partners with businesses in the community and advocates for causes that are
dear to her. We wish her all the best!
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SVdP Georgia Helping Locally
for More Than a Century

For more than a century, St. Vincent de Paul Georgia (SVdP Georgia) has prevented
homelessness, fought hunger and changed lives. Through a network of 5,000 volunteers,
St. Vincent de Paul Georgia gave $19 million in assistance last year to 116,000 people on the
edge of poverty and financial ruin, all from its base right here in Chamblee.
SVdP Georgia officially began construction of its new statewide hub for programming and
services in January 2020. The newly re-imagined space, which spans more than 50,000
square feet, rethinks the way the nonprofit serves neighbors in need, providing a space that
welcomes, educates and empowers those who are ready to take the next step in their lives.
SVdP Georgia offers assistance in housing, food, clothing, furniture, life-changing programs,
transportation and healthcare. The new facility opened in September.
At the helm of all of this is SVdP Georgia’s new CEO, Patrick McNulty, who assumed the role
in September. McNulty came to St. Vincent de Paul Georgia from Allied Universal, where he
was senior vice president, bringing leadership in sales and operations, growing businesses
and leaders and creating market differentiation in national, labor-intensive services industries.
Now, he will lead SVdP Georgia into the public phase of their first $7.5 million Hope
Transformed Capital Campaign, along with directing the organizational mission of helping
those on the edge of poverty and financial ruin maintain self-sufficiency and find stability.
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“I am deeply honored by this appointment. It is a great responsibility to lead
St. Vincent de Paul Georgia,” said McNulty. “I look forward to working with our
volunteers, supporters and staff contributing positively to the lives of the most
marginalized and vulnerable members of our community.”
Although the COVID-19 pandemic has not been easy on any business, let alone
a nonprofit, SVdP, still maintains its services to the public and those in need.
“We are positioning Saint Vincent de Paul Georgia to commence our program
offerings in our newly renovated Chamblee Support Center. Of the offerings,
we are particularly excited about our new pharmacy,” said McNulty. “We also
are continuing to deliver critical services to those most in need. As a result of the
pandemic, we have been the qualified recipient of several CARES Act-related
grants. Our organization has pivoted during the last few months to ensure these
essential funds are distributed to reduce evictions, utilities are maintained, and
that food is distributed, in addition to some of our more ‘regular’ services.”
In fact, the SVdP Georgia Community Pharmacy is a fully licensed charitable
pharmacy with a mission to provide prescription medications and wellness
education for those in need by offering prescribed medications, at no charge, to
low-income individuals who qualify for the pharmacy’s services. The pharmacy
focuses on illnesses such as diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, mental health
conditions and chronic respiratory conditions like asthma and COPD.
Eligibility is determined on the basis of income and expenses. The pharmacy
will serve eligible patients who present a valid prescription with an income no
greater than 200% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL) and uninsured individuals
between the ages of 18 and 64 that live within Georgia.
“We feel very good about launching
this new service. Our intention is to start
the process carefully to ensure that we
execute well. We know there are so many
folks that can benefit from this, and we
look forward to a wider rollout in early
2021,” added McNulty. “We love the
Chamblee area. The location is conducive
to accessing so many parts of the larger
metropolitan Atlanta area. The city has
Georgia Bulletin Photo by Michael Alexander
been a great partner during our building
remodeling. We love the diversity and energy of the city, as well. There is a
renewed spirit—even in these challenging times—and enthusiasm about the
dynamic evolution of the city as a whole.”

If you are a physician, pharmacist or case worker and have additional
questions about the pharmacy or would like to volunteer, please
contact us at phamarcy@svdpgeorgia.org. More info on the Society
of St. Vincent de Paul Georgia: www.svdpgeorgia.org/. The Chamblee
Family Support Center and Conference Support Center is located at
2050 Chamblee Tucker Rd., Chamblee, GA 30341, and the Chamblee
Thrift Store is located at 5463 Peachtree Road, Chamblee, GA 30341.

Patrick McNulty, SVdP Georgia CEO

“...the SVdP Georgia
Community
Pharmacy is a fully
licensed charitable
pharmacy with a
mission to provide
prescription
medications and
wellness education
for those in need by
offering prescribed
medications, at no
charge, to low-income
individuals who
qualify for the
pharmacy’s services.”
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City Council
Mayor: R. Eric Clarkson
District 1: John Mesa
District 2: Leslie C. Robson
District 3: Karen Lupton
At-large, Mayor Pro Tem: Brian Mock
At-large:

City Staff
City Manager: Jon Walker
Dep City Manager: Al Wiggins
Asst. City Manager: Kristen Gorham
Chief of Police: Kerry Thomas
City Clerk: Emmie Niethammer
Parks & Recreation: Jodie Gilfillan
Community & Economic
Development:
Public Relations: Tisa Moore
Planning & Development
Director: Matt Dickison

Contact Information
City Hall: 770-986-5010
Police (non-emergency):
770-986-5005
Code Enforcement:
770-986-5009 or
code_enforcement@chambleega.gov
Police Emergency: 911

Address: 5468 Peachtree Road
Chamblee, Georgia 30341
Phone: 770-986-5010
Fax: 770-986-5014
Email: info@chambleega.gov
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City of Chamblee
5468 Peachtree Road
Chamblee, GA 30341

It’s the best way to reach more than

12,000
Chamblee households
The Signal is the official publication of the City of Chamblee.
It provides the residents of Chamblee with the timely information
on events, activities and news related to the city.
GOT NEWS? Send press releases, announcements and
other materials for consideration to info@chamblee.gov
All material is subject to editing.

470-395-2309
info@chamblee.gov

